ABSTRACT The level of consciousness and the concentration of drivers while driving play a vital role for reducing the number of accidents. In recent decade, in-vehicle infotainment (IVI) [or in-car entertainment (ICE)] is one of the main reasons that lead to degradation of drivers performance and losing awareness. However, the impacts of some other reasons, such as drowsiness and driving fatigue, are entirely important as well. Hence, early detection of such performance degradation using different methods is a very hot research domain. To this end, the data set is collected using two different simulated driving scenarios: normal and loaded drive (17 elderly and 51 young/35 male and 33 female). This paper, therefore, concentrates on driving performance analysis using various machine learning techniques. The optimization part of the proposed methodology has two main steps. In the first step, the performances of the K-nearest neighbors (KNN), support vector machine (SVM), and naive Bayes (NB) algorithms are improved using bagging, boosting, and voting ensemble learning techniques. Afterward, four well-known evolutionary optimization algorithms [the ant lion optimizer (ALO), whale optimization algorithm (WOA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), and grey wolf optimizer (GWO)] are applied to the system for optimizing the parameters and as a result enhance the performance of whole system. The GWO-voting approach has the best performance compared to other hybrid methods with the accuracy of 97.50%. The obtained outcomes showed that the proposed system can remarkably raise the performance of the classical algorithms used.
I. INTRODUCTION
Machine Learning (ML) is a reliable method searching in the large dataset to find unknown patterns [1] . ML has wide applications in various fields such as business, health care system, security and so on [2] , [3] . Monitoring of diver behaviors is one of the recent applications of ML techniques [4] . Indeed, there are different techniques in ML which are applied to generate a model capturing the diversity between in behavior when drivers are aware with when they are distracted. There are different learning algorithms generating a single classifier such as support vector machine (support vector machine(SVM), K-nearest neighbors (KNN)
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and Naive Bayes (NB). These algorithms can be used as a prediction approach for new samples (unseen data). It is worth mentioning that, the performance of these classifiers may be influenced by the structure of some models in terms of initial model parameter settings. Even though choosing the single classifier by having the best performance is a valuable option, it may not work very well for all new samples. In most of the cases, the distribution of the new samples may be changed based on their applications. Recently, Recently, ensemble learning techniques have been proposed to combine several single ML methods to make powerful model in which has outstanding performance [5] , [6] . In ensemble classifier, the predictions of single classifiers combine to generate the final prediction. One disadvantage of individual classifier is that some important information may be discarded while VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ robust solution is provided in an ensemble classifier. In this study, therefore, first three well-known ML single algorithms (SVM, KNN and NB) are applied to the diver Physiological signals.
The main objective of the current research is to find out whether drivers performance degradation can be predicted by an embedded system comprising of driver and vehicle information. The suggested proposed model, based on an ensemble of different classifiers and four evolutionary optimization algorithms (EOAs), can monitor drivers performance. After that, these three algorithms are combined using three ensemble learning techniques: Bagging, Boosting and Voting. Finally, the parameters of ensemble learning techniques are optimized using four EOAs. In this step, each single classifier obtained different weights using EOAs. The performance of each step is calculated and finally compared. The final results show that integration of ensemble and evolutionary ML algorithms can reach very high accuracy. The obtained outcomes indicated that combination of ensemble learning, and EOAs can significantly improve the performance of individual classifiers. To the best our knowledge, this is the first study in the domain of driver monitoring by using hybrid of ensemble learning and EOAs. Such a finding/insight can contribute to the development of a road map towards appropriate hardware and software for a reliable monitoring system. Eventually this will result in affordable monitoring systems which could be easily installed on new and existing vehicles.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section III describes experiments conducted for collection of the data. It also provides some information about recorded physiological signals. Different optimization algorithms are introduced in Section IV. In section V, different machine learning algorithms and proposed method are briefly introduced for drivers' performance evaluation and findings are discussed and compared with other previous work in VII. Section VIII concludes the paper and summarizes the findings.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, some of the recent studies in the domain of ensemble learning, EOAs and ML applications for driver behavior monitoring will be briefly reviewed. To do so, the application of ensemble and EOAs is discussed first. Then, the recent studies in the domain of driver behavior analysis using ML algorithms is presented.
A. ENSEMBLE APPLICATIONS
Ensemble classifiers have wide applications in different fields such as remote sensing, medical, transportation and so on [7] . Studies in this are is not always easy since they need sufficient range of data to avoid complex model caused by oversampling and simple model caused by under_sampling. Ensemble method is used in remote sensing because of several reasons: Firstly, a large amount of data from spaces is collected by satellite. Secondly, some data have poor label or do not have label. Finally, data includes a large number of feature and output such as (agriculture, water, forest) [8] . In the analysis of remote sensing, random forest (RF) is used since it selects the best features and then discards unused features. Majority voting for agricultural land shows that ensemble of three classifiers such as neural network (NN), different types of NN such as multi layer perceptron (MLP) probabilistic neural network (PNN), Gaussian classifier and KNN could worked much better than single classifiers [9] . An other application of ensemble method is in person recognition [10] . This method is used to identify the characteristic of person and behavior. The amplitude and frequencies of signals collecting from speech, face and human behavior recognition should be captured to extract new features. However, the combination of multi features into the one feature is not easy since they have multiple scales. Ensemble method includes individual recognizers for each modality and guarantee the performance of the model because they combine at the decision level where the scales would be the same. An other limitation for using single classifier in person recognition is collection of good data [11] . Almost, measurement instruments introduce noise and decrease the performance of individual classifier. The ensemble method is used to detect of speech and face and driver's behavior in the vehicle, the results are shown that the ensemble of several classifiers outperformed the single classifiers. In medical application, ensemble method is used due to the limitation of training and testing samples, imbalance dataset and different misclassification costs. In pharmaceutical molecule classification, MRI images and EEG signals showed that the ensemble of individual classifiers is more informative than single ones [12] .
B. EVOLUTIONARY APPLICATIONS
Recently, many papers apply nature-inspired stochastic optimization to improve the performance of their proposed models. These techniques are inspired by the laws of the natural evolution or the social behavior of a group of animals. The optimization process with random variables is used to generate random solution. The main important point is that the best individuals are combined together in each generation to generate the next generation. This allows the population to be optimized over the course of generations. The process is terminated when the best solution is founded. They have a wide range of applications in different fields due to their performances. It is said that there is not unique optimization technique used to solve optimization problems. Some common optimization methods are known such as particle swarm optimization (PSO) [13] , ant lion optimization (ALO) [14] , grey wolf optimization (GWO) [15] , wale optimization algorithm (WOA) [16] . One benefits of using PSO is to preserve information over the next iterations while other EOAs eliminate their search space information after generating the new generation. The search process is divided into two stages are known as exploration and exploitation [17] . The optimizer uses operators to globally explore the search space: in this stage, movements are chose randomly. After exploration phase, the exploitation is investigating the regions of the search space. Exploitation depends on the local search capability in the promising regions of design space found in the exploration phase. One of the challenging task in the estimation of EOAs is to find a proper balance between exploration and exploitation [18] . There are many applications of EOAs in different industries, such as PID controller in DC motors. [19] , analysis the surface wave [20] , stabilize the wide-area power system [21] , and solve load frequency control problems [22] . In addition, biogeography based optimization (BBO) is used for solving the feature selection problem [23] . Another application of EOAs is in energy section such as electrical power, solar energy which are discussed in [24] , [25] . In medical industry, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is applied to detect [26] heart disease. Researchers in [27] applied the heuristic optimization algorithm to control the driverless vehicle by using multi agent system. A novel grey wolf optimizer which is introduced in [28] which is the upgrade version of GWO. In this algorithm, some modifications have been done to enhance the convergence of the GWO model. It includes four categories. The first part is modification of some control parameters while the second one is hybridization with other search methods. The position updating is in the third part. The last part is introduction to the new operators. Researchers in [29] developed a new version of GWO which is called alpha-guided grey wolf optimizer (AGGWO). To do so, they modified the alpha since it plays remarkable role because alpha is more responsible for making decisions compare to other control parameters such as beta, delta and gamma. Another meta heuristic algorithm is called a modified sine cosine algorithm (m-SCA) which is introduced by Gupta and Deep [30] . To solve the optimization problem, characteristics of sine and cosine trigonometric are used. The classical SCA suffers from the slow changes in local optimum point. Therefore, this study solves the problem by generating the opposite population and after that, a self-adaptive direction is integrated into the search equation. A novel random walk grey wolf optimizer (RWGWO) is developed by [31] . This algorithm is the upgrade version of swarm intelligence to solve the continuous optimization problems. Gupta and Deep concentrated on improvement among leaders to enhance the convergence. Thus, they introduced the random walk which explores the space and permits omega wolves to update their position. In the field of power system, [24] , submulti optimizer is introduced to achieve better efficiency of stability and convergence when there is a mismatch between manufacturers tolerances of PV cell characteristics and different shading luminosity. A memetic salp swarm algorithm (MSSA) is introduced by [25] as the upgraded version of original salp swarm algorithm. The main application of this algorithm is used for enhancing the output of the power systems as it influenced by partial shading condition and fast-time weather conditions. Therefore, MSSA applies multiple independent slap chains to the model to have better convergence and maximum stability. Furthermore, Yang et al [32] , developed a grouped grey wolf optimizer (GGWO) to increase the output of wind turbine. The main difference between the GGWO and GWO is that GGWO increases the speed of convergence compared to GWO.
C. DRIVING MONITORING
Driving is one of challenging tasks that may provide some challenges for passengers travelling with their own vehicles. According to the reports, lane departure due to degradation in driver performance is one of the most common vehicle accidents worldwide [33] and took many lives [34] .
Apart from the benefits of advanced driver assistant systems (ADAS), it may increases some challenges for drivers since they do not have much attention/control on their vehicles. As a result, it leads to increase the number of road accident [35] . To prevent this issue, a reliable method should be developed to monitor driver's behavior. Some ML methods have been studied to evaluate driver performance [36] .
Lane deviation as a response variable is shown by [37] - [39] . They introduced a trajectory model called video-based lane detection (VLD). This model alerts drivers after deviation from the central lane. The limitation of these studies are 2-folds. Firstly, this model cannot identify the lane departure with only one side lane boundary. Secondly, it makes a mistake when there is an arrow mark near the central lane. In our research, we solve this issue by introducing the standard lane boundaries from two sides of the road. This threshold separates normal from wavy driving if the driver goes over it. As showed in Table 1 various algorithms have been recently studied to monitor driver performance in normal or under cognitive conditions. In [40] , detection reaction time (DRT) and brake reaction time (BRT) were considered to monitor driver's behavior. The issue of this study is to require additional apparent. Therefore, it increases the final cost of the vehicle. Physiological signals and vehicle information were fed into the HMM model and operation-triplet (OT) [41] . Multi-input and multi-modal methods are applied to increase the robustness of the model. However, these methods do not show significant performance if few samples are chosen. The same study, [42] , recorded electrooculography (EOG) to detect fatigue through using autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) method. The main barrier using EOG is sensitive to motion and noise. In another study, the vehicle information was chosen as an input data for the SVM and NN classifiers. The NN obtained low accuracy (69 %) compared to the SVM method [43] . Even though the SVM and NN classifiers achieved accuracies of 95 % and 96 % respectively in [44] , they require a significant amount of data to train the model. EEG signal is studied by [45] to evaluate driver's performance. However, the main issue is that the EEG signal is less practical in the real scenario. In [46] , the ECG, EMG, EDA and Respiratory were applied to LDA and fisher projection matrix (FPM) methods to recognize stress level of drivers. However, the accuracy was not high in showing variation. The last but not least, the result in [47] showed that the performance of SVM and NN were lower compared to Bagging method which is confirmed in this research as well. SVM and adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) were chosen as classifiers to monitor driver's performance By Katsis et al. [48] . In this paper, EEG, ECG, EDA and RES were recorded from loaded drivers. The accuracies of them were 79 % and 76 % which is not as high as [45] , [46] , [49] . [50] applied gaze information to Shannon's Entropy Equation(SEE) and Marco Chain Matrices (MCM) to predict drowsy driver through the changes. The result is less realistic as they used small number of samples. This can be considered as a disadvantage for the proposed methodology of Shiferaw et al.
III. DATA ANALYSIS A. DATA PREPARATION
The dataset used in this paper was collected by [51] and is publicly available for download through the Nature website (https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata2017110). In this dataset, 68 subjects completed the experiments which is done in a driving simulator. Participants were not reported any illness history. According to the data, one participant reporting motion sickness was excluded from experiments. The range age of ages of subjects was between 18-27 years old, and above 60 years old. The data collected is balanced based on the gender: 35 males and 33 females. The scenario of driving was taught to the participants. Each driver could be in the two main categories, distracted or normal based on their lane deviation.
As mentioned in [51] , all the physiological and observational measurements were recorded unobtrusively. They were collected by using advanced thermal and visual cameras as well as wearable sensors. Accordingly, all subjects exhibited natural/normal behaviors during simulated driving experiments. During experiments, visual and thermal cameras were taking continuous images from the participants faces. Also, two wearable sensors recorded different physiological signals such as heart rate, palm EDA and breathing rate. Thermal facial imagery records were used to obtain perinasal perspiration. Visual facial camera was used to record gaze The performance of the driver is determined by lane deviation. After preprocessing of input features, they are mixed with the response variable. Three classifiers and their ensembles before and after applying EOAs are applied into the model. In the final step, performance metric will be used to evaluate the performance of each classifier and their ensembles.
information and Pupil diameters. Vehicle information such as lane position, speed, brake, acceleration and steering were recorded by driving simulator. Fig. 1 shows the set up used for experiments and data collection. Some useful information about collected is provided in Table 2 .
Experiments are two-fold:
• Normal scenario: drivers drove normally. They were not under additional stressor.
• Loaded scenario: drivers did text back words while driving.
B. ANALYSIS OF DRIVER'S BEHAVIOUR
Here, both lane offset and lane position were selected to show the impact of distraction on driver's behavior. First normal drivers are shown regarding to the performance while driving without any secondary activities. If drivers drive more than 0.2% of margin, they are excluded. Afterwards, the lane offset = 0.9 m in each side. Accordingly, their driving may be impacted during the loaded drive if they deviate from the lane central line and passes 2/3rd of the boundary (0.6m). This is shown by:
This conception is inspired by the results studied in [51] . The lane offsets show small positive or negative values in most of the experiments. Therefore, a threshold is defined to show deviation of the label moments when performance of driver has been degraded while driving under loaded conditions.
IV. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHMS (EAS)
This section introduces several common EOAs.
A. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (PSO)
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is one of the robust algorithm in evolutionary computation technique. This algorithm is introduced by Kennedy and Eberhart. As it is mentioned the inspiration source of it is based on the social behavior of bird flocking. It uses a number of particles solutions flying over the search space to find best solution. In other words, each particle take an account their solution as the best solutions they have taken. The PSO algorithm is mathematically defined as follows (see equations 2 and 3).
where the particle velocity for i t particle at the iteration t, w is a weight function, and also c j is a weighting factor. Moreover, rand stands for a randomly selected number between 0 and 1, x t i is the present position of the i th particle at the t th iteration, the p best (the personal best position) is the best position of the particle i at the iteration t, and the g best (the Global best) is the best solution found so far. far. VOLUME 7, 2019 
BASIC OPERATIONS OF PSO
The qualified numbers in each iteration called particles are combined to produce more qualified ones. Each of these particles would explore a potential solution to a problem. A decoding function explores a map for this genotype. Only the fittest individuals selected will be produced and pass their information to the next particles. Therefore, PSO picks up the best solution inspiring the natural behavior of members in a competitive environment. In this research the position updating is changing between "0" and "1" . The PSO algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)
1 Set particle swarm optimization parameters 2 / * 3 Size of population = X i , (i=1,...,n) 4 Initialize the particle's position: lower bound<ParticleBest.Position i <upper bound 5 Initialize the particle's best known position to its initial position: Particle.position ← xi 6 Initialize the particle's velocity 
B. ANT LION OPTIMIZER (ALO)
Antlions belong to the Myrmeleontidae family and net-winged insects. The origin of their names coming from the unique hunting behavior. They try to adapt themselves to be survival with digging out traps. The larger traps show that they are more hungrier. The Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO) algorithm imitates interaction between antlions and ants. In this interaction, antlions hunt ants when moving over the search space. In the next phase, the behavior of antlions and their prey in nature is proposed by mathematical definition. This optimizer tends to find optimal solutions for problems when applying random solutions [14] , [52] .
1) BASIC OPERATIONS OF ALO
Two populations are introduced in the ALO algorithm: One population is ant and the other one is antlion. In the next step, the values of these populations should be changed to estimate global optimum value. Firstly, the ant population is randomly selected as it is the main search agents in this optimizer. Secondly, cost function is used to evaluate fitness value in each iteration. Thirdly, ants randomly walk around the antlions when moving over the search region. Finally, the number of antlions is not considered. It is imagined the position of antlions and ant are the same in the first iteration. Each antlion belongs to each antand updates the position if the ants become fitter. The distance among ants are affected by an elite antlion. Thus, if each antlion becomes better it will be replaced with prime one. These steps continuous until it converges. Then, the fitness value and position of the elite antlion are selected as the best estimation for the global optimum [14] , [53] .
where t and n show the random walk and maximum number of iteration and cumsum calculates the cumulative sum (see equation 4). 
Equations 7 and 8 show that ALO simulates the entrapment of ants in antlions pits where Antlion t j shows the position of the selected j th antlion at t th iteration. 
In the ALO, roulette wheel is used to choose fitter antlion to find fitness value. Therefore, the margin for random walk should be decreased as follows: I = 1 + 10 w t T where t is the current iteration, T is the maximum number of iterations, and w is defined based on the current iteration adjust the accuracy (see equations 9 and 10)
In equation 11, it is shown that the last operator is to find the fittest antlion and store it. Ant t i shows the position of i th ant at t th iteration, R t A shows the random walk around the fitter antlion, and R t E shows random walk around the elite at t th iteration.
The ALO algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 2. The grey wolf optimizer (GWO) is introduced by [15] . The social behavior of grey wolves and the technique of their hunting's are considered to solve optimization problems. They are known as apex predators since they are placed on the top of the food chain. The origin of coming from Canidae family. Their average size is around 5-12. Therefore, the mathematical equation is defined to describe the social hierarchy of wolves. The fittest solutions are known alpha, beta, and omega. Other solutions are considered as delta [54] .
Algorithm 2 Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO)

1) BASIC OPERATIONS OF GWO
The GWO are categorized into the four types of wolves. In each group, they have a leader (first type of wolf) which is responsible for making a decision and other wolves follow his/her leaders. This leader is called alpha in a pack. Only alpha is allowed to mate in a pack. However, the alpha may not be strongest in the member, it can be the fitter one to manage other wolves in a pack. This is show that the structure and order are important factor in alpha's decision. The second type is called beta helping the alpha in making decision and other wolves in a pack. Moreover, he/she can be replaced by one of the alphas after passing away or getting older. The third type is called omega. This omega type devoted to wolves which are scapegoat in a pack. The pack may be faced with a problem such as fighting if it loses the omega. Other wolves belong to the delta type. They are responsible for watching the boundaries and warn if they feel any dangers, protect and increase the safety in a pack, providing food for a pack and caring the ill or weak wolves [15] .
α, β and γ are shown the distance from the prey in equations ( 12, 13 and 14) where t is the current iteration, − → A and − → C are coefficient vectors, (15)), β (equation (16) ) and γ (equation (17))) is the position vector of the prey, and − → X indicates the position vector of a grey wolf (see equations 18, 19 and 20) .
The value of − → a and − → C are random value between [0,2] − → r 1 and − → r 2 are random vectors in [0,1]. The GWO algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 3.
D. WHALE OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM (WOA)
Whales are one of the smart mammal animals [16] . They have some common cells in their brain which is like the humans. These play key roles in judgment, emotions and social behaviors of whales. Whale have twice number of these cells in their brains compared to humans. This feature makes them smartness. However, the level of their judgments, thinking and emotions are lower than humans. They can live 35 End While alone or in a group. They are almost in a group. Humpback whales is the biggest in the whales group. They hunt small fish based on their hunting which can be used for solving the optimization problems [16] .
1) BASIC OPERATIONS OF WOA
Humpbacks prefer to hunt krill and small fish herds. They have special hunting method which is called bubble-net feeding method [55] . They hunt krill or small fishes are closer to the surface through distinguishing bubbles along a circle. They are two manoeuvres cooperated with bubble and called upward-spirals and double-loops. The position of the optimal target is not known and the current position is considered as an optimal solution. Afters searching, the humpbacks update their positions. In the next step, they attack to their prey with two methods, shrinking encircling mechanism and spiral updating position. In the former one, the new position is defined between the original position and the current position of the best agent. In the later one, the distance between the position of whale and location of prey is calculated. Finally, to search for prey, the position of a search agent will be randomly updated instead of the best search agent found so far.
where t shows the current iteration,
− → D shows the distance of the i th whale to the prey, b is a constant, l is a random number in [-1,1]
− → A and − → C are coefficient vectors, −−→ X * (t) is the position vector of the best solution obtained should be updated if a better solution is founded. The vectors A and C are calculated as follows:
The value of − → a is decreasing value between [0,2], − → r and p are random vector and numbers in [0,1]. The WOA algorithm is summarized by Algorithm 4. All important information for design these EOAs is summarized by Table 3 .
V. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS
In this section, the data mining methods used to determine whether the driver's performance is degraded or not will be briefly explained. Sections 5.1 -5.3, briefly introduce three classification algorithms. All these methods have been selected due to their promising performance as reported in the literature. The performance of these algorithms is well demonstrated through several forecasting and classification competitions [56] , [57] . The new hybrid ensemble is proposed in Section 4.12 to derive precise evaluation.
A. K-NEAREST NEIGHBOURS (KNN)
This classifier finds the K variables in the closest training dataset. The distance between training and testing data is defined based on the weight to the contributions of the neighbors. The response variable and input features are needed for 36 End While this algorithm. The input variables K determines the quantity number of neighbors which are necessary. Finally, the output is determined by the greatest common K nearest training to testing [58] 
B. SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM)
Support vector machines (SVM) is a supervised learning algorithm which is used for either linear or non-linear classification challenges. In this algorithm, a nonlinear matching method is applied to the original dataset. This algorithm transforms dataset in to the higher dimension. The higher dimension is called hyperplane and used for decision boundary. One benefits of using SVM is to calculate an optimal decision boundary to shuffle data into different classes with high relevant features [59] .
C. NAIVE BAYES (NB)
The Naive Bayes (NB) algorithm is one of the powerful classifiers working based on Bayes' theorem. The probabilistic information is used to learn, and represent, to reduce the unambiguously of the statistical components in this method. This algorithm has wide applications in different field as it works independently. The algorithm has good performance compared to other individual classifiers, such as decision trees and neural network [59] .
D. VOTING-ENSEMBLE
Voting gives an opportunity to combine several individual classification algorithms. In general, Voting ensembles learning technique includes un-weighted and weighted terms. In un-weighted term, it works based on the Min and Max,voting, average and product of probabilities. In the weighted term includes simple weighted voting, the weight for individual classifier is calculated based on the prediction of classifier with its training dataset. Rescaled weighted voting, zero weight is devoted to the classifier that it has less correct performance. Therefore, classifiers with lower than threshold are excluded form the ensemble. The best worst weighted voting, the threshold for this classifier is between [0,1]. The highest weight is assigned to the classifier with high performance and lowest weight belongs to the classifier with the lowest performance. Weighted voting is widely used in different applications [60] . In this method, the weight of output of classifiers are not the same. the higher weight values show the better performance of classifiers [5] . Therefore, it is very important to find appropriate weights for all classifiers. Weighting problem can be solved by EOAs such as PSO, WOA, GWO and ALO.
E. BAGGING-ENSEMBLE
In the Bagging algorithm, new datasets are produced by taking bootstrap samples from the original dataset. This algorithm trains classifier on each sample. Finally, it is combined by using a majority voting with new sampled datasets and combined by using a majority voting combination rule. Even though Bagging is very simple method, it is a strong method for a some datasets. In addition, it is powerful for unstable learning algorithms. The output of this classifier is the combination of posterior probability for each classifier. The famous Bagging classifier is called Random forest. It works based on the structure of decision trees on the bootstrap samples. This diversifies how trees are grown, so each captures some specific patterns from the resampled set. The final outcome of the model is generated by an aggregation mechanism such as voting or averaging. It is already known that a collection of parallel decision trees outperforms each individual tree [61] .
F. BOOSTING-ENSEMBLE
Ensemble method implements multiple learning algorithms to improve the performance of final prediction. This method supervises aggregated models and learns how to best combine VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. The internal architecture of the proposed methodology. Dataset is divided into two parts (0.9 data is used for training and 0.1 for testing). Three classifiers such as SVM, KNN, NB are used to evaluate the performance of the driver's data. Their outputs are forwarded to the for EOAs to obtain weights for different classifiers. These weights are fed in to the Bagging, Boosting, and Voting ensemble learning techniques. The final result is used for evaluation of driver's performance.
the predictions of the primary models. After training several learning algorithms, it combines the prediction of various learning algorithms. All algorithms such as SVM, KNN and NB are trained. The prediction of these models are combined and used for making the final prediction. Boosting ensemble uses the logic that the next predictors is trained from the mistakes of previous steps. As a result, the observation appears with unequal probability of the model with the highest error. In other words, the observation is selected based on error. The predictors can be selected from some classification algorithms. The process of this method is short as it works with the mistakes of previous predictors [6] . Fig.2 and Algorithm 5, the data will be divided into two major parts ( using 10-fold cross validation): train and test data. in the second level, we applied KNN, SVM and NB on the train data. Then, the prediction of these algorithms is given to the EOAs introduced in the previous section for calculating the weights of these algorithms.
G. PROPOSED METHOD
According to
the output of these optimizers will be applied to the ensemble methods. The first step in EOAs is definition of population size. Secondly, other required parameters should be randomly initialized. Afterwards, the fitness function is computed based on the RMSE model. In this research, we tried to find the minimum RMSE. After finding the minimum value, the search agent stops. The outputs are the initial weights for proposed ensemble methods. Finally, the ensemble method predicts the class of each test data using obtained weights by EOAs and prediction of KNN, SVM and NB. The fitness function tries to identify the optimal global point.
VI. RESULTS
The proposed methodology is conducted in the two main experiments. In the first experiment, three simple machine learning algorithms are applied. Afterward, the performance of those algorithms is improved using three ensemble learning techniques. While in the second step, four well-known EOAs are applied to the previous step to achieve better outcomes. The obtained results of each step are presented in following sub-sections, respectively.
A. FIRST EXPERIMENT
In this phase of study, the proposed methodology will be applied to the dataset. To this end, three well-known machine learning algorithms are applied: KNN, SVM and NB algorithms. The obtained outcomes are presented in Figure 3 and Table 4 . According to these information, it is obvious that NB has batter performance compared to other two algorithms. Moreover, it can be seen that SVM has very close performance to NB, whereas KNN has weaker performance than other two algorithms. To enhance the prediction performance, three well-known ensemble learning techniques (Bagging, Boosting, and Voting), therefore, are applied. These ensemble learning algorithms can improve the performance of classical machine learning algorithms in different domains as can be found in the literature [60] , [62] - [68] . To do so, KNN, NB and SVM are combined using such ensemble learning techniques. The obtained outcomes using ensemble learning techniques are illustrated in Figure 3 and Table 4 .
As it is shown, in terms of accuracy, F_score and ROC, Voting technique has the best performance compared to Bagging and Boosting techniques while Bagging and Voting techniques had the same recall and precision rate values. The amount of optimization (improvement rate (%)) by each ensemble machine learning algorithm compared to each classical algorithm is illustrated by Figure 3 . According to Figure 3 , it is very clear that the performances of classical algorithms are improved except the performance of Boosting technique versos NB and SVM algorithms in terms of recall with slight decreases per each (-0.63 and -0.50, respectively). However, all other metrics are significantly increased as indicated by Figure 4 . Moreover, median AUC of all classical and ensemble learning algorithms are shown in Figure 5 . According to Figure 5 , it can be seen that the ensemble learning techniques have better median AUC or (ROC) than classical machine learning algorithms. It should be expressed that voting ensemble learning technique has valuable performance compared to all other methods. An obvious point in Figure 5 is related to KNN which has bigger variation range compared to other methods while other simple methods and ensemble learning techniques have approximately behavior. This shows that the obtained outcomes by 10-fold cross validation in KNN are not very close to each other while other methods have closer results for their 10 folds. Accordingly, we observed that the variation range of optimized methods using ensemble learning techniques are smaller than classical algorithms.
B. SECOND EXPERIMENT
In this step of research, the performance of the proposed methodology will be optimized using four EOAs: The Ant Lion Optimizer (ALO), Whale Optimization Algorithm (WOA), Particle swarm optimization (PSO), and Grey Wolf Optimizer (GWO) algorithms. In this regard, each of these four EOAs will be applied with Bagging, Boosting and Voting separately. It should be noted the combination of ensemble learning techniques with EOAs are called as follows: ALO-Bagging, WOA-Bagging, PSO-Bagging, GWOBagging, ALO-Boosting, WOA-Boosting, PSO-Boosting, GWO-Boosting, ALO-Voting, WOA-Voting, PSO-Voting, and GWO-Voting
1) BAGGING
In the first step of this experiment, the performance of Bagging technique is optimized using ALO, WOA, PSO and GWO algorithms. The confusion matrices and measure metrics of this step are indicated by Figure 6 and Table 5 . As shown by Bagging in Table 4 and the optimized Bagging using four EOAs in Figure 6 , it is obvious that both false positive and false negative rates in all optimized Bagging using EOAs are declined. This means that the error rate of the Bagging algorithm is decreased. On the other hand, it can be observed that the true positive and true negative rates are also increased which means the optimized Bagging can classify both classes batter than previous steps. Moreover, different measures for each EOA is evaluated as presented by Table5. As can be seen, there are different weights by EOAs for each simple algorithm (KNN, SVM, and NB) after using Bagging technique. For example, ALO and PSO give positive weight to KNN whereas WAO and QWO give negative weights. Moreover, an interesting point about SVM is that all EAs give negative weights to this algorithm. Finally, unlike SVM, the positive weights are presented for NB by all EOAs algorithms.
2) BOOSTING
Afterward of Bagging, the performance of Boosting technique is optimized through applying ALO, WOA, PSO and GWO algorithms. The confusion matrices and measure metrics obtained are indicated by and Figure 6 and Table 6 By comparing confusion matrix of Boosting in Figure 3 and the optimized Boosting using four EOAs in Figure 6 , the same behavior of the optimized Bagging can be observed in. The final confusion matrix in Figure 6 shows that false positive and false negative rates in all EOAs with Boosting are less than false positive and false negative rates presented in Figure 3 . Accordingly, the true positive and true negative rates in this step are much better than previous steps. Hence, it can be argued that the performance of Boosting ensemble learning technique can be enhanced using EOAs. According to Table 6 . Unlike KNN in Bagging, here all EOAs provide positive weights for KNN algorithm. There are different behaviors for SVM and NB in Table 6 . SVM gets positive weights by ALO and WAO while PSO and GWO give negative ones. Finally, we can see that NB gains negative weights by all EOAs expect PSO algorithm.
3) VOTING
Finally, all ALO, WOA, PSO and GWO algorithms are used for optimizing the performance of Voting technique. As previously shown, both the confusion matrices and measure metrics are computed in which are presented in Figure 6 and Table 7 .
At the end, the performance of Voting ensemble learning technique with four well-known EOAs are investigated. As can be seen in Figure 3 (Voting) and Figure 6 , very significant improvements are obvious. A combination of Voting technique with EOAs provide final models with very high true positive and true negative rates compared to single application of Voting technique. This leads to have very low false positive and false negative rates than other methods. WOA in all ensemble learning techniques (Bagging, Boosting, and Voting) is more than other EA methods.
VII. DISCUSSION
In this phase of study, the obtained results should be compared and discussed in more details. The main point of this study is how combination of ensemble learning techniques and EOAs can be efficient in classification and prediction of driver behavior data. In other words, this study is trying to present a new hybrid model that can be used in real world as an intelligent system. Like previous step, the performance of all ALO-Bagging, WOA-Bagging, PSOBagging, GWO-Bagging, ALO-Boosting, WOA-Boosting, PSO-Boosting, GWO-Boosting, ALO-Voting, WOA-Voting, PSO-Voting, and GWO-Voting algorithms will be evaluated using accuracy, precision, recall, F_score and ROC metrics. To do so, the performance of each EOA and three ensemble learning techniques will be separately checked here. Furthermore, the median AUC of each step will be also presented. First, the ALO algorithm is applied with Bagging, Boosting and Voting techniques. The performance of ALO with ensemble learning algorithms is shown by Figures 7a and 7b . As shown by Figure 7a we can observe that the best performance is presented by combination of ALO and Voting technique followed by Bagging technique. However, ALO and Boosting had slightly weaker performance compared to other two algorithms. In addition, Figure 7bindicates that the median AUC of Voting in much higher than other two methods. Hence, it can be argued that there is significant difference between Voting technique with Bagging and Boosting techniques. Therefore, it can be argued that the distribution of performance of Bagging for 10 folds are not very close while Boosting and Voting have different outcomes. In other words, we can argue that both Boosting and Voting have almost similar behaviors in 10 folds which is very important for checking final results In the following, the performances of the WOA algorithm with Bagging, Boosting and Voting techniques are illustrated in Figures 8a and 8b .
Like Voting with ALO, Voting with WOA performed outstanding performance compared to Bagging and Boosting. A notable point about Figure 8b is that unlike ALO, the median AUC of WOA with Bagging and Boosting have very close results. As Figure 8b shows, the variation of Bagging is bigger than other methods followed by Boosting technique. A significant point is that Voting technique with WOA has very similar outcomes with ALO (see Figure 7b ). This can be considered as a benefit of combing Voting technique and EOAs. Finally, the performance of GWO with three ensemble learning is evaluated in which Figures 9a and 9b represent the outcomes. According to Figure 9a , once again it is obvious that combination of Voting with ensemble learning has better results compared to Bagging and Boosting VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 9. Evaluation of performance metrics after applying GWO into the Bagging, Boosting and Voting ensembles.
techniques. This figure 9b shows that the median AUC of Voting is greater than other two methods. According to this figure, we noticed that the variation range of Bagging with GWO is greater than Boosting and Voting techniques. This is almost similar results with ALO presented in Figure 7b . Thus, it can be argued that the results obtained so far prove that Voting technique with GWO has better results compared to other hybrid methods applied in this study. Accordingly, the performance of the PSO algorithm with three ensemble learning techniques is investigated (see Figure 10a ). Once again, we can see that Voting has better outcomes in driver behavior analysis while Bagging and Boosting have very close results together. The behavior of Bagging and Boosting with PSO is almost like WOA. In another words, PSO and WOA have slightly difference in dealing with Bagging and Boosting techniques (see Figures 8a and 10a ). As Figure 10b shows, the variation of Bagging is bigger than other methods followed by Boosting technique. A significant point is that Voting technique with WOA has very similar outcomes with ALO (see Figure 7b ). This can be considered as a benefit of combing Voting technique and EOAs. According to the outcomes obtained, it can be concluded that Voting technique with all EOAs showed the best performance than other two ensemble learning techniques. Finally, for more clarity, the improvement rates after applying EOA methods with ensemble learning techniques compared to singe ensemble learning techniques is computed as indicated in Figure 12 . In this regard, the improvement rate of all optimized methods (ALO-Bagging, WOA-Bagging, PSO-Bagging, GWOBagging, ALO-Boosting, WOA-Boosting, PSO-Boosting, GWO-Boosting, ALO-Voting, WOA-Voting, PSO-Voting, and GWO-Voting) will be compared with ensemble learning algorithm applied in the first experiment (see Table 4 ). According to Figure 12 , it is obvious that the performances of most cases are improved using four well-know EOAs. It should be note that the recall value in four cases is slightly decreased, however, the other metrics (accuracy, precision, F_score, and ROC) are significantly enhanced. Generally speaking, the proposed integration of ensemble and evolutionary machine learning algorithms for monitoring diver behavior can improve the performance of classical methods, thus, can be implemented as an automated system for detection of performance degradation of drivers. Finally, for more clarity, a comparison of the performance of the proposed methodology is presented by Table 8 . Here, the relevant studies in the domain of driver's awareness, drowsiness, and also degradation will be compared.
According to Table 9 it can be seen that our proposed methodology has the best performance and it is weaker than one study only [69] . However, the performance our study is better than other studies presented in Table 8 [70]- [78] .
The comprehensive comparison shows that different aspects of driving objectives from different resources have been concluded in the literature. Even though there lots of studies in this domain, however, we report some of the most recent researches. Our comparison indicates that the data used in this study includes three different resources while previous studies considered maximum two resources. Hence this point can be mentioned as a befit of current study. In the following some of those studies with higher accuracy will be discussed. As discussed earlier, [79] investigated Driving fatigue detection using EEG signals and EEG-based spatial-temporal convolutional neural network method. Their proposed method had the accuracy of 97.37 %. Accordingly, [80] applied a machine learning-based system to the Physiological signals in order to detect the cross-subject driver status. In this regard, Class Separation and Domain Fusion approach was used with multiple filtering feature selection and Adaptation Regularization-based Transfer Learning. This hybrid model had 94.44 % accuracy. In future study, we will apply other EOAs to increase the search ability and better convergence. For example, we will apply multi sub-optimizers which are introduced by [24] . This method is applied to enhance the performance of power point tracking (MPPT) under partial shading condition. Other novel methods which are introduced by [32] , [81] , [82] shows that memetic reinforcement learning and grouped grey wolf optimizer can increase the efficiency of MPPT. In [30] Modified Sine Cosine Algorithm (m-SCA) is applied to the common functions to show the effective of this model. There are several Advantages and disadvantages of our proposed methodology. In the following the most important ones will be presented: Advantages:
• Flexibility in increasing the number of algorithms.
• Significant improvement in performance metrics compared to each single algorithm.
• Considering the effectiveness of each algorithm based on the weight gained from the performance of each algorithm. Disadvantages:
• Here, we applied only three well-known machine learning algorithms, hence more base algorithms should be investigated.
• In this study, three ensemble learning techniques were applied, whereas more recent ensemble learning should be used.
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• Moreover, we applied four EOA algorithms, however, since these four algorithms are in their original versions, we would try some new algorithms [24] , [30] , [32] , [81] - [85] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
Using a car is one of the most important achievements of the industrial revolution which has had a tremendous effect on the improvement of human life. Despite all these advantages the annual mortality losses caused by the means of transport cannot be ignored. There are different reasons that may affect the performance of drivers which can be grouped into the two main categories: external reasons (e.g., weather, condition and quality of roads, enough warning signs) and internal reasons (e.g., driving fatigue, driver drowsiness, driver degradation). Due to importance of the internal causes, this study, therefore, concentrated on machine learning algorithms to present an automated system for using monitoring diver behavior physiological signals, biographic features and vehicle information collected from 68 subjects. This study, first, applied the three well-known machine learning algorithms: SVM, KNN, and NB. Subsequently, three ensemble learning techniques used to combine these three algorithms for improving their performances. Finally, four EAs (the ALO, WOA, PSO, and GWO algorithms) added to previous system. The proposed methodology could outstandingly improve the performance of used classical algorithms. Among all of them, the GWO-Voting approach had the highest accuracy with 97.50 %. In our future work, we aim to use bigger dataset with more drivers. Moreover, other base classifiers will be investigated. Finally, the performance of another ensemble learning and EAs should be studied.
